Licence to Copy
Using your CLA Education Licence

About the Licence
to Copy campaign
Copyright means that you need
to seek permission before you can
re-use published material. When you
see this badge in a book it means
that you are licensed to copy 5% or
one chapter from the book for 		
your lessons to support learning
as well as saving yourself valuable
planning time.
So keep an eye out for the badge on
books and in catalogues and look
out for blogs or share our social
media stories to help all UK teachers
understand that they have a licence
to copy.
This is an industry initiative by
CLA and supported by educational
publishers and authors

Talk about your #licencetocopy on Twitter!

What can and can’t be copied

The table below goes over some of the publications that are or aren’t
covered under the CLA Education Licence. Remember that you can always
check which licences your school holds on the CLA website. Visit cla.co.uk/
cla-schools-licence to learn about the licence in more depth and how schools
licensing is organised.

What can be copied with
our licence

What can’t be copied
with our licence

Books

Workbooks, workcards, assignment
sheets, test/assessment papers

Journals

Maps and charts

Magazines

Newspapers1

Digital version or e-books

Printed music2

Some websites

A work which has been expressly
excluded by the rightsholder

To check if any given book, magazine or specific work is covered by the
licence, please use our Check Permissions search tool.
1

Newspapers may be copied under NLA Media Access Licence

2

Printed music may be copied under the Schools Printed Music Licence

How to check if your book or magazine is covered
If you’re not sure whether a specific publication is covered, you can use CLA’s
Check Permissions tool, available on (almost) every page of the website.
Check Permissions lets you specify your licence type and then search
publications by ISBN, ISSN, Title, or Author to verify whether or not they are
covered by the licence.

CHECK PERMISSIONS
Find out what can be copied, shared
or re-used under your licence

SEARCH CHECK PERMISSIONS

See www.cla.co.uk/licencetocopy for more information
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